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a b S t r a C t

Between the years of 1846 and 1914, around fifty new prison buildings 

were erected all throughout Sweden. This was the most intense building 

period that the Swedish prison system has ever seen. It was the result of 

a new philosophy regarding imprisonment that aspired to create a well-

organized, modern institution through the means of isolation, inspection 

and hard work. The prison architecture of this period can be seen as 

philosophical and moral ideas taking physical form and space within society. 

Although the intentions behind the reform may have been good, the 

results were not successful in the long run and around a hundred years 

later another reform took place, making the old buildings unfit. They were 

abandoned in favour of new, more suitable prisons. Today a few of the cell 

prisons stil l function as prisons while some have found new lives as hotels, 

museums or apartment buildings. A number of them have been torn down 

and the rest stand empty waiting for a decision to be made about their 

future. The question is what should we do with these abandoned physical 

translations of historical philosophies? 

The aim of this thesis is to explore different approaches for future 

development of empty cell prisons with respect to the historic philosophy 

behind them. More specifically it is to create an alternative for the 

Härnösand prison, using the historic qualities and the philosophical ideas 

as basis for a new function. 

How can a cultural heritage such as the cell prison be adapted to new 

functions without losing the connection to its history and architectural 

qualities? How can the negative associations be transformed into positive 

and constructive? Furthermore, how can this be done with consideration to 

both past, present and future users?

The result is a re-design of the old cell prison in Härnösand, highlighting 

the history of the building and the physical expressions of the original 

ambitions. The building is able to reconcile with its past in order move 

forward towards its future.
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Dear cell prison,

I have known you since my childhood. You have always been there, even 
if it is not until recently that my interest in you has grown. What was it that 
opened my eyes to you? Well, you are of course an old and quite beautiful 
building. Not beautiful in an embellished or extravagant way, but 
beautiful in a more simple, minimalistic or even stern way. Even though 
you are a bit worn down I can see your potential. You are also, of course, 
a bit exciting. After all, you are a former prison and prisons are not places 
where good people are supposed to be. Good people are supposed to 
stay as far away from you as possible. Even though you are no longer a 
prison you are still a bit intimidating, but maybe in a thrilling way. 

With your thick stone walls you have stood at the same spot for more than 
150 years and I find both the story of your creation and your continuous 
life fascinating. Of course your story has some, or maybe quite a lot of, 
darkness in it as well. Your were created to isolate and discourage and 
even though your creators may have meant well, many people suffered 
because of you. Your purpose in life was to help people change but also 
to punish them and because of this many have cursed you and dreaded 
you. It is however not your fault. You were created with good intentions, 
according to the beliefs of that time and no one can change the past. 

And then as time passed the beliefs regarding your profession changed. 
You were no longer seen fit for it and you were abandoned in favour of 
a newer prison. And now here you are, at a place that was once on the 
outskirts of the city but is now close to the centre of it. Hidden behind 
the police house and neighbour with the E4 highway you may seem a bit 
forgotten but on the other hand you have a great view of the water and 
close to both parks and shops. The question now is what will you do with 
your future? I believe that you stil l have many more years of active life before 
retirement and I think you are an important part of Härnösand that is worth 
keeping around. You are a very powerful building, a good reminder of 
the history of the city and hopefully you will be able to contribute in a 
positive way to the future development of Härnösand.

Yours sincerely,

Sara 

Gothenburg 2015-09-01

l o v e  l e t t e r  t o  a  p r i S o n
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1 . 1  p r o b l e m  S t a t e m e n t

Why an old cell prison?

The Swedish cell prisons were a result of a ref-
ormation of the Swedish prison system and a part 

of an intense building period where around fifty new 
prison buildings were erected during the same amount 

of years. 150 years later only a couple of them still work 
as prisons, while the rest of them have been torn down, 

transformed to other functions or stand abandoned. 
These prisons were built to last and even though the 
ideas behind them did not they can if we can find a 
way to care for them and adapt them to new ideas. 

Why in härnösand?

The old cell prison in Härnösand is not one of the 
city’s most well-known or appreciated buildings. 

In fact, despite having been a feature in Härnösand 
for over 150 years it is not even mentioned in some of 
the overviews of the historical buildings of Härnösand. 

Why is this? Perhaps the building has too many 
negative associations or perhaps it has something to 
do with it being surrounded by high walls that make 
it inaccessible. Although the old cell prison might be 

hiding it a bit, the building has both an interesting 
history and some unique qualities which should 

grant it a spot in every overview of buildings 
in Härnösand. It is a part of the identity 

of the city and whether we like it or 
not it has had its share in the 

city’s development. 

p r o b l e m  S t a t e m e n t
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1 . 1  p r o b l e m  S t a t e m e n t

r e S e a r C h  q u e S t i o n

how Can a Cultural heritage SuCh aS the Cell priSon be adapted 
to new funCtionS without loSing the ConneCtion to itS hiStory 

and arChiteCtural qualitieS?

What were the main ideas behind the 19th century cell prison and how are they mani-
fested in the architecture?

What are the architectural qualities of the building?

What function(s) might support the structure and qualities of the building?

How can the design contribute to a more positive sentiment of the building? 

How can a transformation of the building be made with consideration to both past, 
present and future users? 
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a i m

r e l e v a n C e

As previously stated the building of cell prisons between 1846 and 1914 
was a major undertaking both when it comes to resources, financing 
and effort. All was based on the idea that isolation was the best tool to 
be used for treating and reforming prisoners. It took a hundred years for 
the whole system, and with it the typology of the prison, to change even 
though the realization that this was in fact not the best method must have 
come sooner. This is something worth considering in cases such as this 
where the policies behind the typology and the buildings themselves are 
so closely connected. Furthermore, the abandoned cell prisons of Sweden 
pose some important questions today; they are strong, solid buildings that 
should surely have a continued life but what do we change and what do we 
save? With such an interesting and important history it would be a shame 
to just transform the prisons into buildings just like any others.

Turn The 
negaTive qualiTies/

associaTions of 
The building inTo 

posiTive

respecT boTh pasT, 
presenT and fuTure 

users

connecT To hisTory creaTe a posiTive 
Thing for The ciTy of 

härnösand
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m e t h o d

l i m i t a t i o n S

The research is divided into three categories: historical research, analysis 
of what exists today and research through design. The historical research 
is based on literature and studies the philosophy behind the prison, in what 
way this is reflected in the building and how the inmates were affected. It 
includes a look at the typologies of the prisons built in Sweden between 
1846 and 1914 and the development of the prison in Härnösand up until 
today. Furthermore, I analyse the current state of the building, site and 
context. I have also investigated the inhabitants’ attitudes and feelings 
towards the former prison. The research by design is done through iteration 
and the trying out of three different approaches to conservation; drastic 
change, minimal change and a balance between the two previous, in order 
to finally end up with one holistic approach.

The research is limited to the typology of the cell prison and does not 
go into detail in other typologies of prisons other than in comparison. 
Furthermore it is limited to Swedish prisons, with the exception of the 
case study of Het Arresthuis in Roermond. The study of the cell prison in 
Härnösand focuses on the main building although the smaller buildings on 
the site are included in the planning of the site.
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b a C K g r o u n d

2
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The old cell prison is important from a historical aspect in that it can tell us something about 
both what life was like back then but also make us reflect on how we treat people today. It is 
stated on a sign at the Swedish prison museum in Gävle that ”This history is not only ours and 
not only history” (Footnote). In other words, many of the issues concerning the cell prison is stil l 
relevant today and even though Sweden has changed its prison system the cell prison, as a 
typology, stil l l ives on activelly in other parts of the world. It is not a finished chapter. 

Furthermore it is important to understand the history and ideas behind the building in order to 
know how to treat it, particullarly in a case such as this when the building is so closely con-
nected to its original purpose and ideas. So what were the main ideas behind the cell prison 
and how can we see them in the architecture that remains today?
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t h e  h i S t o r y  o f 
t h e  C e l l  p r i S o n

The history of the Swedish cell prisons from the 19th century contains a lot 
of information in terms of the shifting ideas of the administration of justice 
during this time period, as well as in the changing views of what it is to be 
a human within a society. How we choose to punish those that go against 
the rules put up by society shows a lot about the times in which we live, 
and the architecture of prisons can be considered a direct manifestation of 
this.
   The aim of the 19th century reformation was to bring the prison system 
out of the chaos it was in and transform it into a new well-organized, 
modern institution. However, as history has proved several times, good 
intentions do not automatically equal good results, as might be true in 
this case. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that the prison system and 
its architecture are very closely connected, perhaps even more so than 
most other buildings and their functions, they are not the same. While the 
architecture is a result of the prison policy of that time it is not dependent 
on it, the buildings have a value and life of their own. As an example, today 
another shift within the prison system has occurred; from cell prisons to 
open prisons. This is due to a new prison policy and means that the old 
ideas behind the cell prisons are today a disappearing phenomenon while 
the architecture of the prison buildings stil l remains. In order to understand 
these buildings we need to have a closer look at their history and the ideas 
behind the prison reformation of the 19th century.
   As previously stated only three of the around fifty cell prisons that 
were built from 1846 to 1914 stil l work as prisons. So what happened? 
After a long time of public debate and discussions, where the isolation 
of the cell prisons were strongly questioned due to its damaging mental 
impact, a hundred years after the first cell prison was build, there was a 
new reformation within the Swedish prison system. In 1946 the isolation 
punishment was abolished and the inmates were now free to move around 
the building during some hours. However, since the buildings were not 
designed for this purpose, the walls were to low and there was not enough 
common spaces, they did not function well according to this new policy. 
In combination with an increased number of prisoners the old cell prisons 
were abandoned in favour of new prisons more suitable for the new prison 
policy. However, this was a slow procedure that is stil l going on today. 
(Nilsson, S. p. 23)
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t h e  i d e a S  a n d  r e a S o n S 
b e h i n d

Towards the end of the 18th century a mayor shift took place within the 
Swedish prison system, as well as in the prison systems of many other 
western countries. Roddy Nilsson, history professor at GU, writes in the 
book Växjöfängelsets historia 1848-1995 (1996), that the reasons for 
these changes can be found in a new philosophy that was more focused 
on transforming the individual prisoners, rather than simply punish them. 
The imprisonment was no longer seen as a discouraging means but as a 
treatment for improvement. (Nilsson, R. 1996. p 12)
   The reformation was influenced by two closely connected changes, 
which took place during the middle of the 18th century, within the system 
of criminal punishment. These changes concerned what type of sentences 
that was common for criminals and the environment of the prison. Up 
until this point the most common form of sentence for criminals had 
been corporal punishment and those that were indeed sentenced to 
prison had to spend that time in large, common cells, usually placed in 
the castle or main gate of the city. Towards the end of the 18th century 
the conditions of these prisons grew worse due to a gap between the 
regulations of incarceration and the access to buildings that would fit the 
purpose. More and more people were sentenced to prison rather than 
corporal punishment but because of the lack of space within the prisons 
the conditions were very bad, with spreading of diseases as a big problem. 
There was also a great mix of people within the prisons, both in terms 
of age and gender as well as severity of crime, and because of this the 
prisons started to be seen as a sort of criminal school, encouraging more 
crime rather than preventing it. (Nilsson, R. 1999. p 238)
   Thomas Markus writes in his book Buildings and power: freedom and 
control in the origin of modern building types that ”The two main problems 
with old prisons were the spreading of disease and the spreading of bad 
moral.” (Markus, 119-120) Hence it was in order to stop this spreading, 
of both disease and bad moral, that a discussion about prison as an 
institution started taking place in the end of the 18th century. Because 
of the close connection between prison policy and prison buildings the 
architecture became central in the plans for a new prison reform. (Nilsson, 
R. 1999. p 238) The shift from corporal punishment to imprisonment 
meant that it was basically impossible to discuss how the administration 
of justice should look without considering the architecture in which it was 
supposed to take place. The result being that any suggestion for a new 
prison reformation needed to be somehow physically represented in an 
architectural form.
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p a n o p t i C o n

A mile stone in European prison history is when the util itarian philosopher 
Jeremy Bentham presented the Panopticon, his idea of an ideal prison, or 
other institution such as a factory,  in 1787. The panopticon was a theory 
aiming to transform and organize the chaos of the prisons of that time 
into a rational, hygienic and well organized institution of high discipline and 
moral. The idea was based on three main principles: central inspection, 
isolation and discipline, the first and second of which placed high 
demands on the architecture. Since the prisoners needed to be constantly 
surveilled, without necessarily knowing when they were being observed, the 
panopticon was presented in the form of a circle with a central unit for the 
inspection. (Nilsson, R. 1999. p. 87-89)
   Panopticon was a materialization of aspects of util itarian philosophy, 
which Bentham was a strong follower of. A number of circle and semi-circle 
shaped prisons were built in the beginning of the 19th century, however 
the most dominating shape was that of a cross or a star with a number 
of wings protruding from a central part. In Sweden the prisons had a 
maximum of two wings, all except Långholmen, which had four. (Nilsson, R. 
1999. p 239-241)

fig. 1 
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p h i l a d e l p h i a  a n d 
a u b u r n

Based on the idea of the Panopticon, two cell prison systems were 
developed towards the end of the 18th century; the Philadelphia system 
and the Auburn system, both named after the places where they were 
first developed. The Philadelphia system promoted strict isolation for the 
prisoners. They were to spend both day and night in a single cell where 
they were required to work as well. The only human contact they were 
to have was with the guards. Staffan Nilsson, building antiquarian, writes 
in the article Ett litet Philadelphia vid Gävleån that whenever they were 
being transported outside of the cell their heads were covered up so that 
they could not see anyone. Since the aim of this punishment was for the 
prisoners to come to terms with their own faulty actions and choose to live 
their l ives according to the laws of society, they were not to be influenced 
by other prisoners. (Nilsson, S. p 19)
   Within the Auburn system, on the other hand, the prisoners only had 
to spend the night in a cell, daytime would be spent working together 
with others but in complete silence. (Nilsson, S. p 19) This is however 
not to be seen as a gentler punishment since both systems demanded 
hard work and very restrictive rules for human contact. The two systems 
worked slightly different architecturally as well. While the Philadelphia 
system organizes the cells along the façade with a vertically open space 
in the center, in order to furthermore provide possibil ity for surveillance, 
the Auburn system does the reverse: places the cells in the center (since 
they are only used during night time there is no need of light) and provides 
more common space. This can be seen as an example of how the slightly 
different ideas behind the systems directly had a major impact on the 
architecture.

fig. 2
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t i m e l i n e

1700 1800

1841
Prison reform in 
Sweden - from 
common rooms 
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More than 40 
new cell prisons 
were built in 
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Public corporal 
punichment is 
abolished

1910
The last execution 
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1859
Fångvårdssty-
relsen is cre-
ated. They are 
responisble for all 
prisons 

SWEDEN

1787
Bentham 
presents 
Panopticon

1790
Philadelphia 
system

1790
Auburn system

EUROPE + NORTH AMERICA

1861
The cell prison in 
Härnösand is built

1908
The prison is 
extended with two 
more buildings 
and a total of 99 
more cells

HÄRNÖSAND
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t i m e l i n e

1900 2000

1965
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name to Kriminal-
vårdsstyrelsen

2005
Kriminalvårds 
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Kriminalvården

1935 - 1945
New prison reform 
abolished the cell 
punishment

1916
The cell punish-
ment is starting to 
be used less

1985
A new “super 
prison” is built in 
Härnösand

2009
The prison is 
closed

1940
The windows 
are enlarged and 
the openings in 
the corridors are 
filled in

1977
The church is 
converted to a 
badminton hall

1986
A major renova-
tion of the main 
building takes 
place

2015
The prison is 
renovated to 
serve as a hostel/
refugee housing
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f a m i l y  t r e e

panopticon

radial circularlinearT-shape

power / control

1846 Linköping
1846 Kristianstad
1847 Karlstad
1848 Växjö
1848 Falun
1848 Mariestad
1851 Karlskrona
1852 Kalmar
1855 Malmö
1857 Vänersborg
1857 Västerås
1857 Göteborg
1859 Jönköping
1859 Örebro
1861 Härnösand
1861 Östersund
1862 Uppsala
1879 Sundsvall

1856 Luleå
1856 Varberg
1858 Halmstad
1859 Visby
1861 Umeå
1862 Nyköping
1863 Uddevalla
1869 Hudiksvall
1871 Västervik
1878 Ystad
1888 Haparanda

1850 Långholmen

The concept of the Panopticon came from a desire to control and discipline 
the prisoners and through this society as well. Panopticon in turn gave life 
to a great number of prisons throughout Europe and some other parts of 
the world. These buildings varied in shape but were all based on the three 
same principles: isolation, inspection and discipline. Here listed are Swedish 
cell prisons, länscellfängelser (black) and kronohäkten (grey) according to 
typology. Some prisons are missing due to being torn down and a lack of 
information.
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panopticon

crosscircular courtyard campus

power / control

1847 Gävle
1862 Norrköping
1907 Härlanda
1914 Kirseberg
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p r i S o n S  i n  S w e d e n

In Sweden, as in most of Europe, the Philadelphia system was the chosen 
method of prison policy in the later part of the 19th century. In 1841, as a 
result of a long debate regarding the conditions of the existing prisons and 
a strong influence from the new ideas of the improvement of the prisoners, 
the government decided to reorganize the Swedish prison system accord-
ing to the cell prison system. This decision was the start of the most inten-
sive building period that has ever occurred in Swedish prison history. Roddy 
Nilsson writes: ”The term of imprisonment broke through rather quickly 
around the turn of the 19th century and was established as the dominating 
form of punishment up until the middle of the century. During this period the 
number of prisoners in the country quadrupled.1” (Nilsson, R. 1995. p 13) 
   In 1846 the three first cell prisons in accordance with this new system 
were built, in Stockholm, Linköping and Kristianstad. After this start, and up 
until 1914, almost fifty new cell prisons were built throughout the coun-
try. The Swedish prison and probation service (fångvårdsstyrelsen, today: 
kriminalvården) had their own architect, a position that was consecutively 
kept by five men during this era. Two of them, Carl Fredrik Hjelm (1844-
1855) and his successor Vilhelm Theodor Ankarsvärd (1855- 1877), were 
responsible for the mayor part of the development of the Swedish prison 
system in the 19th century. (Nilsson, S. p. 20-21) 
   The prisons that existed before the new cell system was introduced were 
a lot more open towards the society, with possibil ities for the prisoners to 
have some contact with the world outside. Common for these prisons was 
also that they were usually not built to function primarily as prisons and 
therefore they were not as closed. It was common for visitors and goods to 
be allowed in. (Nilsson, R. 1999. p 238)
   Since the theory behind the new cell prisons was one of isolation the 
prisons place in the society drastically changed, from a part of the society 
to an isolated society of its own. (Nilsson, R. 1999. p 436). Roddy Nilsson 
writes, in the prologue to Växjöfängelsets historia, that ”The prison is a small 
world within the big world. In this closed off environment, the values and 
the premises that exist, not only within the prison service but in society as a 
whole, are emphasized.”2 (Nilsson, R. 1996 prologue) So not only did the 
isolation take place within the prison walls but the prison as a whole was 
effectively isolated from the surrounding town through high walls and the 
yard as a buffer zone.
   Roddy Nilsson also writes that the prisons were often placed as the 
end point of a street or on a height looking down on the rest of the city. 
Because of this the prison came to cast its shadow over the town both 
literally and symbolically. (Nilsson, R. 1996 prologue) All in all, both the 
urban planning of the prison and the architecture itself had the double 
function of keeping prisoners in and discouraging other citizens from 
actions that might bring them within its walls. 
   Another great change that has affected the prisons is city growth. The 
cell prisons were usually placed on the outskirts of the town, much like 
the new prisons of today also are. However, since most of these towns 
have grown expansively during the last 200 years, today they are more 
often found close to the city centre, surrounded by the town instead of 
dispatched from it. Most have already become a part of its town unless 

1 ”Frihetsstraffet 
slog igenom rela-
tivt hastigt åren 
kring sekelskiftet 
1800 och eta-
blerades definitivt 
som den domin-
erande straf-
formen fram til l 
mitten av seklet. 
Under denna pe-
riod fyrdubblades 
antalet fångar i 
landet.” Translated 
by Sara
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they have already been torn down in order to make way for a traffic route or 
another building.

långholmeneskilstuna

karlshamn

kungsbacka

varberg

norrtälje

uddevalla

hudiksvall

lycksele

skellefteå

svanesund

kisa

ystad

landskrona

Pajala

härnösand
sundsvall

östersund

umeå

luleå

haparanda

gävle
falun

uppsala

västerås
örebro stockholm

karlstad

mariestad nyköping
norrköping

linköping

västervik
jönköping

visby

växjö

kristianstad

kalmar

karlskrona

malmö

halmstad

göteborg

vänersborg

härlanda

kirseberg

county seat prison
(länscellfängelse)
local prison
(kronohäkte)

fig. 3
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p h y S i C a l  r e p r e S e n t a t i o n  o f  i d e a S     -  t h e  p r i S o n

In accordance with the Philadelphia system these plans were formed with the cells along the 
façade and galleries surrounding a central open shaft. Roddy Nilsson writes that in fact the 
biggest demand of the architecture was not to keep the prisoners from escaping but to com-
pletely isolate them within the building. (Nilsson, R. 1999. p 239) In order to do this the doors 
to the cells were placed unsymmetrically (breaking the very symmetrical order of the rest of the 
plan) so that it would be impossible to get even a glimpse of another prisoner if both cell doors 
happened to be open at the same time. The cells, which measured about 6 m2, were provided 
with daylight from a small window that was placed high enough so that the prisoner had no 
chance of looking out. (Nilsson, S. p. 23)

fig. 4

t h e  p r i S o n
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p h y S i C a l  r e p r e S e n t a t i o n  o f  i d e a S     -  t h e  p r i S o n

METHODS ISOLATION INSPECTION DISCIPLINE

ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES

individual cells

cell doors placed 
asymetrical to prevent 

view between prisoners

small, high-placed 
windows to prevent 

view outside

church service / 
education boxes

separated exercise 
yards

dark cells as extra 
punishment

small, high-placed 
windows to prevent 

view outside

high walls surrounding 
building and yard as 

buffer zone

shape

peep-holes in doors

corridors with vertical 
openings

placement in the city - 
to intimidate

beds that turn into 
working tables

later on: wood 
workchop

GOALS REFLECTION HIGH MORAL IMPROVEMENT
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t h e  C e l l

1. The symetry
 
This is an expression of INSPECTION since the goal of the symetry is that it 
should be possible to survey the entire cell from one point, a peep hole in 
the door.

2. Hole in door

Also an expression for INSPECTION. The prisoner could be surveyed by the 
guard without opening the  door.

3. Bars

The bars on the window is obviously to prevent pris oners from escaping 
and is therefore connected to ISOLATION.

4. Small window

The windows were not only small but placed so high in the wall that it 
would not be possible to look out at anything other than the sky.(There 
were even strict orders that the dust had to be left on the window sill so 
there would be maks left if the prisoner tried to climb up there to look out.) 
Hence it is also connected to ISOLATION.

5. Thick walls

The walls are also an expression for ISOLATION. They had to be thick in 
order for it to be impossible for prisoners to hear each other through them. 

6. Hole for food.

This is also connected to ISOLATION. The prisoners spent all their time in 
the cell so in order for there to be as little  human contact as possible they 
recieved their food through a hole in the wall. 

7. Bed/hammock

Originally the prisoners either slept on a bed that was turned into a work ta-
ble during the day or a hammock that was taken away when they were not 
sleeping. This was connected to LABOUR and that the prisoners should 
not be able to rest during the day.
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C o n C l u S i o n S

From Panopticon to new functions

As previously stated the ideas of isolation, inspection and discipline that 
was behind the concept of the Panopticon and therefore also behind the 
cell prisons can be seen very directly in the architecture, in overall organisa-
tion as well as in details. These principles are therefore very important for 
the logic and structure of the building. They are also in someway a part of 
its identity and in order to transform the building we need to find a way to 
use them to support the new functions and architectural changes we make.

From negative to positive

The history is also important when considering the inhabitants’ associations 
and feelings towards the building, which are in many cases quite negative 
(see survey). These feelings are very natural since that was also an aim of 
the building; to intimidate and discourage the inhabitants. The building was 
originally an expression of power and it could stil l be considered as a pow-
erful building. In order to change the inhabitants view of the building they 
need to get the chance to get to know it. They need to be invited in to the 
building and shown all the good qualities as well as take part of the history 
that has shaped it. 

A reminder of history

As previously stated history is not only important as knowledge of our past 
but also in order to reflect on present times and the future. To know how 
we used to treat people and view society can make us consider how we 
treat people today. In other words history is not something that should be 
locked away in a cupboard, it is something that should be integrated in our 
daily lives and contribute to the future.
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From PanoPticon 
to new Functions

From negative to Positive

a reminder oF history

“this history is not only 
ours and not only history”
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a n a l y S i S

3
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The cell prisons of the 19th century were erected all throughout Sweden, based on the same 
plans and elevation drawings. Therefore the cell prison in Härnösand has many siblings, and 
even twins, in other cities. Even though the prison was, in a sense, intended as an isolated 
world of its own a building always exists within a context. So what are the important aspects of 
the context in this case and how is the building connected to the city? 

The prison building itself has had a long life with many changes, extensions and renovations. 
It exists together with a number of smaller, separate buildings on a site very clearly defined by 
a surrounding wall. What are the architectural qualities of the building and what are the most 
important characteristics to preserve?  
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C a S e  S t u d i e S

The former cell prisons of Växjö, Karlstad and Roermond all share the 
same original cell structure and are all based on the Panopticon concept. 
However, they have been transformed in different ways and to various 
extent. 

The cell prison in Roermond could be considered as the least changed, 
since here the architects have made use of the cell structure and instead of 
tearing walls down simply made openings in them. This is a rather delicate 
and nonthreatening way to deal with the increased need of space that the 
new function require. Here the bars have also been kept on some windows 
as well as the vertical openings in the corridors. It is stil l obvious that this 
building has been a prison and the original function has been used as an 
inspiration for the design of the transformation. 

In Karlstad the architects have chosen to create this extra space needed 
by extending the room into the corridor as well as the next cell. There 
the interior walls have all been exchanged for new ones which means 
that the corridor and rooms are basically like in any other hotel. There is 
not much in the interior that stil l reminds a visitor of the buildings original 
function or structure. In my opinion this is somewhat of a pity and a 
wasted opportunity. However, it has to be taken into consideration that this 
transformation was made in 1988, so it is the earliest of the three case 
studies, and that the appreciation of the building and interest in keeping 
more of it might have been bigger today. Nevertheless, this also points out 
the fact that it is important to take care when it comes to transformations 
since what is removed cannot be replaced, only replicated. 

Since the prison in Växjö has been transformed into housing, not a hotel, it 
has different demands than the other two but it stil l has to deal with similar 
issues when it comes to treating a historic building. The approach in this 
case was that the interior should not remind people about the buildings 
original function. I believe they have succeeded in this aim, however it can 
be questioned if there could not have been another way to deal with the 
buildings history. The apartments do not really take the cell structure in 
consideration which I think makes them slightly confusing. While the interior 
is changed much of the facade has been kept intact, just like in Karlstad. 
Some of the windows have been enlarged but keeping within the same 
rhythm as the original ones. 
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fig. 6 Växjö länscellfängelse

fig. 7 Karlstad länscellfängelse

fig. 8 Het Arresthuis, Roermond
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v a x j o ,  S w e d e n

h o u S i n g

Built: 1848

Closed: 1998

Transformed: 2001

Typology: T-shape

Number of cells: 93

Current function: Housing

URBAN CONTEXT + ENTRANCES

fig. 9

THE CELL + THE CORRIDOR
The apartments consist of both cells and corridor. The two load bearing walls (dividing corridor 
and cells) are kept, although opened up in some places. Most of the walls between the cells 
have been taken away. In some places they have been replaced by thinner walls which stil l 
means that the shape of the original cell remains. 

fig. 11
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Original architect(s): 

Karl Frederik Hjelm

Transformation architect(s): 
White Arkitekter 

Approach:
- Keep the facade as much as possible
- Not keep cell structure
- aim is that the interior should not feel like a 
prison 

MATERIAL + INTERIOR DESIGN

Wooden floors, white walls

fig. 10

EXTERIOR
The exterior have been keept pretty much intact, although some changes have been made. The 
bars in front of the windows have been removed. Balconies have been added on the back side 
and French balconies can now be found on the front facade. Windows and doors have been 
replaced. Most, but not all, of the surrounding wall has been torn down.

fig. 12
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K a r l S t a d ,  S w e d e n

h o t e l

Built: 1847

Closed: 1968

Transformed: 1988

Typology: T-shape 

Number of cells: 78 + 3

Current function: hotel (68 hotel rooms)

URBAN CONTEXT + ENTRANCES
An interesting thing about this building is that the entrance was moved from its position at the 
end of the administration wing to the corner where this wing meets the cell wing. 

fig. 13

THE CELL + THE CORRIDOR
One hotel room consists of two cells where the wall between them has been completely 
removed. The corridor has been made more narrow in order for the rooms to have more space. 
Only every second cell wall remain. The cells used to have a brick ceiling which was torn down in 
the transformation. 

fig. 15
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Original architect(s): 

Carl Fredrik Hjelm

Approach: 
- basically only the facade remaining.
- most interior walls have been torn down

MATERIAL + INTERIOR DESIGN
The floors are either wooden or covered with 
carpet. The walls are painted white.  The 
interior design is “classic hotel” with carpet, 
heavy curtains and generic furniture. 

fig. 14

EXTERIOR
While the interior is very changed the exterior has been kept quite intact. The bars remain on the 
windows (or perhaps new windows with bars) and so does the wall surrounding the building. 
The change of entrance has had an effect on the exterior. Since the attic is also used for hotel 
rooms, dormer windows have been added to the roof. 

fig. 16
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K a r l S t a d ,  S w e d e n

h o t e l

Built: 1863

Closed: 2007

Transformed: 2013

Typology: linear

Number of cells: 105

Current function: hotel

URBAN CONTEXT + ENTRANCES

THE CELL + THE CORRIDOR

fig. 17

fig. 19
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Original architect(s): 

Allard Pierson, Extention by Metzelaer

Transformation architect(s): 

Engelman Architecten

Approach: 
- using only a minimum of resources 
- three cells were linked together to create a 
single hotel room. One cell was transformed 
into a bedroom, a second into a sitting area, 
and a third into a bathroom.

MATERIAL + INTERIOR DESIGN

EXTERIOR

fig. 18

fig. 20
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S i t e  1 : 5 0 0 0

Härnösand is a rather small northern city on the east coast of Sweden. It has 
around 25 000 inhabitants and since it was founded in 1585 it is one of the 
oldest cities in Norrland (northern part of Sweden). Härnösand has had, and 
stil l retain some, historical importance as a county seat and a city of educa-
tion. It was the city’s position as county seat that was the reason why the cell 
prison was built in Härnösand and not for example in Sundsvall, its bigger 
neighbour city. However, today Härnösand suffers from the same symptoms 
as many other smaller cities in Sweden, particularly in the north, in the form 
of a declining population, a lack of job opportunities and social activities.

härnösand

Central 
station
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1908
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1986
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1908
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1972
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1945
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1984
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access site

S i t e  1 : 8 0 0 16 24 32 m0 8

When the prison was built in 
1861, it was placed on the 
outskirts of the town, much 
like newly built prisons are 
today. In Härnösand, where 
the centre of the city is on 
an island it was instead 
placed on the mainland 
in company with other 
facilities that did not really 
fit into society, such as 
the poorhouse, the mental 
hospital and the school for 
the deaf-and-dumb (source 
map from 1910).  
   Today, however, as the city 
have grown during the 150 
years lifetime of the prison, 
the building finds itself in a 
very central position, less 
than ten minutes walk from 
the city centre and just 
over ten minutes from the 
central station. It is situated 
between two parks and 
close to the water. Right 
next to it passes the main 
highway that stretches 
along the northern east 
coast, a factor that 
contributes with noise but 
also offers opportunities for 
exposure. 
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S i t e  d e v e l o p m e n t

As previously stated the first building of the cell prison was erected in 1861. 
It was consequently not one of the very earliest Swedish cell prisons but stil l 
within the early period. The main building was accompanied by two smaller 
storage buildings. In 1908 a big extension was made with an administration 
building and an additional cell building, connected to the main building and 
each other through an axis with passages. A separate building for the boiler 
was also added. Although some of the other cell prisons have also had ex-
tensions, they are made in a different way, so Härnösand is unique in this 
sense. The next development was an additional volume that was attached 
to the administration building. It first functioned as a church (with individual 
church booths for the inmates since they always needed to be isolated), but 
was later transformed to a badminton hall and today functions as a dining 
hall. After this a number of additional buildings were made, the workshop, a 
therapy building, a school building and a sports hall. 
   As a consequence there are a lot of buildings clustered on the site, from 
different ages and styles, some perhaps more valuable than others. This in 
combination with the walls surrounding the site makes it rather inaccessible 
and it is rather difficult to grasp the main buildings. Many inhabitants, includ-
ing myself before this research, do not know what the layout of the prison 
actually is.

18
00

19
00

20
00

1861
main building (a) +  storage (d+e)

1908
ekonomy building (b) + new cell building (c) + boiler room (f)

1928
church (g)

1945
workshop (h)

1955
extention workshop (i) + therapy building (j)

1972
school building (k)

1984
extention workshop (l)

1986
sports hall (m)

1987
garage (n) + extention boiler room (o)
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age value hiStoriCal value

funCtional value art value

visual appreciation of age,
regardless of historical or 
artistic considerations

views the monument as 
representative of a particular 
aspect of a precise
moment in history. Its empha-
sis is on documentary value

relates to functionality and 
everyday use

purely aesthetic appreciation

Although these definitions of the different values can be used as a frame-
work for an analysis it is of course always rather subjective. However, it 
might serve to show the differences between the buildings on the site and 
explain the different strategies I will propose. According to my analysis of 
the values it can be argued that the three main volumes of the prison are 
the most important ones. They are the oldest and the ones that contain 
most history as well as aesthetical value. The workshop and its different 
extensions on the other hand do not posses a very high age, historical or 
aesthetical value which is why, in combination with a need to open up the 
site, I will propose the function to be moved and the buildings to be torn 
down. Somewhere in the middle of the scale the other, smaller buildings 
can be found. While some of them, like the original storage buildings and 
the boiler room building, can be considered worth saving, others are more 
questionable e.g. the sports hall and the therapy building.

memory valueS

preSent-day valueS

ConCluSionS

v a l u e S

Alois Riegl was born in Austria three years before the cell prison in 
Härnösand was built. He went on to become an art historian and in his 
work ‘The Modern Cult of Monuments’ he write about how our attitude to-
wards conservation of monuments depend on what values we place upon 
them. A monument according to Riegl is an object that retains an element 
of the past and basically any object that is a result from human activity. He 
then goes on to define two main categories of values that may be attributed 
a monument: memory values and present-day values. Memory values has 
to do with the psychological and intellectual, with recognising and reflecting 
on our history, while present-day values are concerned with the practical 
and aesthetic aspects.
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A.   Cell building, 1861

B.   Administration, 1908

C.   Additional cells, 1908

D.   Storage,  1861

E.   Storage,  1861 F.   Boiler room,  1908

G.   Church,  1928

H.   Workshop,  1945

I.    Ext. workshop,  1955

J.   Therapy,  1955

K.  School building,  1972

L.   Ext. workshop,  1984

M.   Sports hall,  1986

O.   Technical room,  1987

N.   Garage,  1987

P.   Walls,  1908
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t h o u g h t S  a b o u t 
t h e  p r i S o n

These are the results from a survey I did in the beginning of this project. I 
received 26 replies. Although there were many different answers I only show 
the most frequent ones here. 

When it comes to what characterises Härnösand as a city it is clear that for 
most people it is the nature, and the closeness to water in particular, that 
is most important. This is not so strange since half of the city is situated on 
an island and as an old harbour city the sea has historically been both a 
source of livelihood and danger. When it comes to what might be missing in 
Härnösand and what people most wish to see added, housing, businesses, 
jobs and a hotel is most desired. There is today, and has been for many 
years, plans to build a new hotel in the city since there are too few possibil i-
ties to stay over night in the city today. This might have had an influence on 
the answers to the survey. Overall I get the feeling that what people want the 
most is just for something to happen, for more job opportunities to appear, 
for more visitors to the city and for more cultural functions/activities. 

About the prison building there are various opinions. Many think that the 
building is nice and that it is well-situated, while many also associate it with 
criminality and unpleasant feelings. However, overall many seem to be posi-
tive towards keeping and transforming the building. Whether the building is a 
part of the identity of Härnösand there is a difference of opinion, some agree 
that it is and some do not. The later might  be partly due to previously stated 
facts, that it is a rather hidden building and that it has negative associations. 
I believe that a transformation can strengthen the part the prison plays in the 
identity of Härnösand. 
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1.

What would you say 
is characteristic for 

Härnösand as a city?

2.

What function(s) do you 
think is missing, or that 

there is a lack of, in 
Härnösand?

3.

What do you think about 
the prison building?

4.

What associations do 
you get if you think of the 

prison?

sea / water nature pretty / beautiful small close to everything beautiful buildings

housing hoteljobs / businesses restaurant / bar

pretty / beautiful good location exiting yellow ugly

history yellow criminality high walls barbed wire

6.

What new function do you 
think would be suitable for 

the building?

7.

Do you think the building 
should be torn down or 

transformed?

8.

Do you think the building 
contributes to the identity 

of Härnösand?

9.

Do you have any other 
thoughts about the 

prison?

hotel / hostel adventure refugee housing treatment / health creative work exercise

no, transforme it don’t know yes, tear it down maybe

maybeyes no don’t know

tear down the walls nice to keep

5.

Describe the building with 
three words!

yellow unpleasantbig old beautiful /
interesting

potential
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b u i l i n g 
d e v e l o p m e n t

Plan of 1861
As previously stated the prison in Härnösand was built in 1861. The archi-
tect was Theodor Anckarsvärd, who is the architect of at least 12 other of 
the Swedish cell prisons. (Source?) The building was based on the larger 
and T-shaped one of the two plans. Also the two accompanying storage 
buildings can be seen with many other of the cell prisons. The first plan 
basically consisted of cells in three floors, divided by a corridor that had 
vertical openings to allow for better surveillance. Attached perpendicularly to 
the middle of this volume was the administrative spaces. In this plan most 
of the physical representations of the philosophical idea of Panopticon can 
be seen, e.g. Unsymmetrically placed cell doors and small, high windows.

Plan of 1908.
The reason for this big addition was simply that more space was needed 
both for prisoners and for administration. The architect this time was Gustaf 
Lindgren, Anckarsvärd’s successor as architect for Fångvårdsstyrelsen (the 
prison authorities), and he chose to place a new cell building and adminis-
tration building parallel to the original prison and then connect them through 
passages. This creates a very clear axis through the prison and binds the 
three volumes together to one building.

fig. 21
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Changed 1940
In the first part of the 20th century, before the prisoners were moved, 
most of the cell prisons also went through some architectural changes. In 
Härnösand this happened in 1940. Since the prisoners were now allowed 
to move more freely within the building, the open shafts between the floors 
had to be closed, both to prevent people fall ing down and to acquire more 
space for common activities. The windows of the cells were also enlarged 
in order to provide more daylight and some view. (Nilsson, S. p. 24)

Renovated 1988
In 1988 a major renovation was done and many or the interior materials 
today can be dated back to this time, such as the linoleum floors and the 
suspended ceiling. During this renovation the original cell doors in the old-
est volume were replaced by modern ones. The cell doors in the additional 
cell block from 1908 were however kept since the staff insisted in it and 
remain stil l today. 

Closed 2009
However, despite renovations and rebuilding the cell prison could not meet 
the standards of a modern prison and in 2009 it was replaced by the top 
security prison, Saltvik, situated close to Härnösand. What followed now 
was many years of speculation what would happen to the building, if it 
should be torn down or transformed to fit another function and in that case, 
what this function would be.

Present day (2015)
When I stated my research the building remained empty. However, in the 
summer of 2015 it was re-opened as a hostel by the company Ekebydals-
borgen, that owns several other former cell prisons in Sweden. Only a few 
months later it changed into housing for refugees, which was by all l ikeli-
hood the plan from the start. Besides from minor changes and renovations 
the building remains much like it was when it closed down as a prison. 

fig. 23
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S p a C e S  1 9 2 8

corridor / communication

only staff allowed

cells
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1.  guards

3.  storage

2.  church

4.  k i tchen

5.  s leeping ce l ls

6.  “dårce l l ”    
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8.  dark ce l l
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S p a C e S  2 0 0 6

1 1

3 2 3 3

4
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15 16 3 17
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3

2

1.  communi ty room

3.  WC 

2.  guard 

4.  f r idge + storage

6.  changing room

5.  canteen

7.  iso lat ion ce l ls

8.  k i tchen

10.  reparat ion + sewing

9.  de l ivery of  goods 

11.  examinat ion 

12.  lab 

13.  rest ing room

14.  e levator

15.  dent is t

16.  ster i l

17.  c lean ing storage

18.  reg ist rat ion

19.  warden’s room

20.  groundkeeper ’s room

21.   wai t ing room
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e n t r a n C e S

Primary access

Secondairy access
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l i g h t

ShadowS
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e l e v a t i o n  p o i n t S

Primary stairs

Secondairy stairs

Elevator
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1st symmetry plain

2nd symmetry plain

3rd symmetry plain

Symmetry axis

S y m m e r t y
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r e p e t i t i o n

Element of repetition 1

Element of repetition 2

Element of repetition 3

Element of repetition 4

Element of repetition 5

Element of repetition 6

Element of repetition 7
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t r a n S p a r a n C y

Elements of transparency
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C o n C l u S i o n S

Slightly confusing and not clearly defined

Both the building and the site as a whole has had a life span of more than 
150 years. It has gone through many developments and has had to face 
many new requirements. It is possible to see this in the cluster of additions 
and extensions at the site as well as in the broken up cell structure and ad-
ditional walls in the building itself. Although this is a natural process of chang-
ing demands on the building the eclecticism of it all makes both the site and 
the building quite confusing and undefined. The main volumes of the building 
disappears slightly among everything else. In order to solve this problem 
some tidying up needs to be done.  By removing some of the later additional 
buildings on the site and returning it more to the very strong and clear plan 
of 1908 the main buildings will become more distinct and understandable. 
Furthermore enhancing the strong, and very characteristic, axes of the build-
ing both connects back to its original plan as well as provide a functionality 
and simplicity that the building needs.

A need to open up and connect

As previously stated isolation was one of the main principles behind the cell 
prison and the idea of the Panopticon. This can be seen both on the level 
of the cells as well as on the level of the site in relation to the city. The site 
stil l today only has two main access points and is surrounded by high walls 
and buildings. In order to connect it to the city it needs to be opened up 
somehow to let the inhabitants get to know the building. However the wall is 
not only an alienating element, it also helps create protected outdoor spaces 
that can be used for terraces, gardening and recreation.
As can be seen in the plans, from the original to the present day, the cell 
structure of the building is very characteristic for it, as well as a direct mani-
festation of the isolation method. In some ways the plan has been opened 
up more throughout the years (e.g. walls have been removed between cells) 
but in some ways it has become more closed (e.g. openings in the corridors 
have been closed). While I regard the cell structure as something worth 
keeping and highlighting I believe that the building will benefit from being 
opened up in other ways.

Strengthen the axis

Are we talking about one or three buildings? The cell prison started out as 
one main volume to which it was then added two more with connecting el-
ements in between. It has always functioned as one building although the 
isolation principle has been applied to the volumes as well (it had to be pos-
sible to isolate one part if necessary e.g. in the case of a break out). At least 
I believe that this is the reason for the three parts that are connected but 
separated, one unit but also three different characters. 
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slightly conFusing and not 
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connect

strengthen the axis
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reFerence to 
history but introduce new 

Functions and materials

The ideas of isolaTion, inspecTion and discipline ThaT 
Was behind The concepT of The panopTicon and Therefore 

also behind The cell prisons can be seen very direcTly 
in The archiTecTure, in overall organisaTion as Well as in 

deTails. These principles are Therefore very imporTanT for The 
logic and sTrucTure of The building. They are also in someWay 
a parT of iTs idenTiTy and in order To Transform The building We 

need To find a Way To use Them To supporT The neW funcTions 
and archiTecTural changes We make.

The hisTory is also imporTanT When considering The 
inhabiTanTs’ associaTions and feelings ToWards The 
building. The aim of The building Was To inTimidaTe 

and discourage The inhabiTanTs. in order 
To change The inhabiTanTs vieW of The 

building They need To be inviTed in 
To The building. 

three Parts - one building

are We Talking abouT one or Three buildings? The 
cell prison sTarTed ouT as one main volume To Which 

iT Was Then added TWo more WiTh connecTing elemenTs 
in beTWeen. iT has alWays funcTioned as one building 

alThough The isolaTion principle has been applied To The 
volumes as Well (iT had To be possible To isolaTe one parT 

if necessary e.g. in The case of a break ouT). aT leasT i 
believe ThaT This is The reason for The Three parTs ThaT 
are connecTed buT separaTed, one uniT buT also Three 

differenT characTers.

enhancing The sTrong, and very characTerisTic, 
axes of The building boTh connecTs back To iTs 

original plan as Well as provide a funcTion-
aliTy and simpliciTy ThaT The building 

needs.

S t r a t e g i e S
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let’s tidy this Place 
uP!

boTh The building and The siTe as a Whole has 
had a life span of more Than 150 years. iT has gone 

Through many developmenTs and has had To face many 
neW requiremenTs. iT is possible To see This in The clusTer of 
addiTions and exTensions aT The siTe as Well as in The broken 
up cell sTrucTure and addiTional Walls in The building iTself. 

alThough This is a naTural process of changing demands on The 
building The eclecTicism of iT all makes boTh The siTe and The 
building quiTe confusing and undefined. The main volumes of 

The building disappears slighTly among everyThing else.

 in order To solve This problem some Tidying up needs 
To be done by removing some of The laTer addiTional 

buildings on The siTe and reTurning iT more To The 
very sTrong and clear plan of 1908 The main 

buildings Will become more disTincT 
and undersTandable. 

isolation vs. 
oPening uP

isolaTion Was one of The main principles behind 
The cell prison and The idea of The panopTicon. This 

can be seen boTh on The level of The cells as Well as 
on The level of The siTe in relaTion To The ciTy. in order 

To connecT iT To The ciTy iT needs To be opened up To leT The 
inhabiTanTs geT To knoW The building. hoWever The Wall is 

noT only an alienaTing elemenT, iT also helps creaTe proTecTed 
ouTdoor spaces ThaT can be used for Terraces, gardening and 
recreaTion. The cell sTrucTure of The building is very charac-
TerisTic for iT. in some Ways The plan has been opened up more 
ThroughouT The years (e.g. Walls have been removed beTWeen 

cells) buT in some Ways iT has become more closed (e.g. 
openings in The corridors have been closed). While 

i regard The cell sTrucTure as someThing WorTh 
keeping and highlighTing i believe ThaT The 

building Will benefiT from being opened 
up in oTher Ways.
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p r o g r a m

The cell prisons were based on the same three principles as the Panopticon: inspec-
tion, isolation and labour. These where all used as methods to discipline and suppress 
and clearly had a negative psychological effect on the inmates. However, if looked at 
from a different perspective, in a different context, these principles could also be seen 
as something positive. Isolation can also mean a place where you can shut the world 
out and focus on yourself, where you eliminate the exterior influences so that you are 
able to look inside instead. Inspection can also mean safety, to know that someone 
is keeping watch so that you can relax. Furthermore it can mean the experience of 
watching and being watched, of exhibiting and interacting with an exhibition. Finally, 
discipline is something we all have to have from time to time and the two previous prin-
ciples of isolation and inspection could be seen as something desirable, if voluntary, 
that encourages discipline and concentration.
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DISCIPLINE

RECREATIONCONCENTRATION CONTEMPLATION

Workshop 100 m2 

(basement)

Storage 30 m2 

(basement)

Auditorium 150 m2

WC 10 m2 (base-
ment)

Rooms small 28 x 
7,52

Rooms large 16 x 
22,5m2

Art gallery 90 m2

Reception / help 
desk 25m2

Reception 20 m2

Lobby 30 m2

Office small 20 x 
6,5 m2

Office largel 10 x 
15 m2

Lounge 35 m2

INSPECTION ISOLATION

Exhibition space 
140 m2

Flexible office 120 
m2

Copy / print room 
15 m2 

OFFICES EXHIBITION HOTEL

Storage 50 m2 

(basement)

Common space 100 
m2 (attic)

Restaurant 230 m2 

(separate)
Coffee / lunch room 

50 m2

WC 20 m2 
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karin 

liveS in sTockholm and with her Company She 
iS in härnöSand for a conference. She and her 

ColleagueS Stay in the hoTel and have meeTings in the 
office building. when they are not worKing they enjoy 
the Surrounding naTure and the CloSeneSS to the ciTy, 

viSit the exhibiTion and eat at the resTauranT.

u S e r S

krisTina and björn 

liveS in härnösand and liKeS to viSit the 
resTauranT on the former priSon Site. they enjoy 
the hisToric environmenT and the food made from 

locally produced ingredienTs. they alSo liKe to viSit 
The exhibiTion after dinner to See the reSent worKS of the 

in-houSe artiStS.

magnus 

iS a musician and uSeS hiS offiCe in the former 
priSon to compose on the piano. SometimeS he 

performeS hiS pieCeS in the audiTorium and reCordS hiS 
muSiC in the music sTudio in the baSement.
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jasper 

worKS for a Company in amsTerdam but liveS 
in härnösand. SinCe he doeS not want to be away 

from hiS family he haS an office in the former priSon 
and KeepS in touCh with hiS Company via skype and Short-

er tripS down South. he iS an archiTecT that uSeS the 
Workshop in the baSement to build modelS and SometimeS 
even the exhibiTion SpaCe to try out bigger inStalationS.

johannes 

liKeS travelling and iS visiTing härnösand for 
the firSt time. he StayS at the hoTel while he iS 

exploring the nature of the high coasT. he enjoyS 
the SurroundingS, partiCullarly having the sea So CloSe. 

he iS a writer and maKeS uSe of the open office spaces to 
get Some worK done while he iS here.

Tasja 

haS her oWn company and needS a small 
office to worK from SinCe She doeS not liKe to 

worK in her Small appartment. She iS a phoTographer 
So She maKeS uSe of the phoTo lab in the baSement and 

exhibitS her worK in the arT gallery.
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S i t e  1 : 8 0 0 16 24 32 m0 8
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S i t e  1 : 8 0 0
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g r o u n d  f l o o r  1 : 3 0 0

section D-D 

section C-C section B-B
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g r o u n d  f l o o r  1 : 3 0 0

section B-B section A-A

6 9 12 m0 3
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S e C t i o n  d - d  1 : 2 0 0

h o t e l e x h i b i t i o n
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h o t e l e x h i b i t i o n o f f i C e
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C o n C e n t r a t i o n

o f f i C e S
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g r o u n d  f l o o r 
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p l a n  1 4 6 8 m0 2
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S e C t i o n  a - a  1 : 2 0 0

e l e v a t i o n  o f f i C e
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4 6 8 m0 2
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p r i v a t e  o f f i C e :   S m a l l

Amount: 20

Size: 6,5 m2
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p r i v a t e  o f f i C e :   S m a l l p r i v a t e  o f f i C e :   l a r g e

Amount: 16

Size: 15 m2
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r e C r e a t i o n

e x h i b i t i o n  S p a C e
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g r o u n d  f l o o r 
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p l a n  1 4 6 8 m0 2
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S e C t i o n  b - b  1 : 2 0 0

e l e v a t i o n  e x h i b i t i o n
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4 6 8 m0 2
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C o n t e m p l a t i o n

h o t e l
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p l a n  1

g r o u n d  f l o o r 
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4 6 8 m0 2
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S e C t i o n  C - C  1 : 2 0 0

e l e v a t i o n  h o t e l
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4 6 8 m0 2
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h o t e l  r o o m :   S m a l l

Amount: 28

Size: 7,6 m2
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h o t e l  r o o m :   S m a l l h o t e l  r o o m :   l a r g e

Amount: 16

Size: 23 m2

Full accesibil ity

Posibil ity for extra beds
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d e t a i l  1 : 5 0



97

2 m0 1
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i n t e r i o r  p e r S p e C t i v e
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e x t e r i o r  p e r S p e C t i v e
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C o n C l u S i o n

This project started with a love letter to a prison that has stood its ground 
for more than 150 years and maintained its original function until quite re-
cently. Like many of its “siblings” throughout Sweden it now has a need to 
transform in order to fit a new purpose and this is what this thesis is about. 

The issue of adapting old buildings to new functions is all about balance. 
It is about the balance between changing too much or too little. It is about 
the balance between valuing the building and making changes that would 
increase the value of space for the new function. It is also about the bal-
ance between keeping the memory of the buildings original function but not 
letting it take over, especially as it is not always a positive memory like in 
the case of a prison. 

During the course of this thesis three different approaches where applied 
to the three parts of the main building; drastic change, minimal change 
and a balance between the two previous. After the final seminar it be-
came obvious that applying these three different approaches in the final 
design caused some difficulties. One the one hand the unity of the original 
prison was lost since the difference between the three parts became too 
strong. One the other hand the differences between the three parts were 
not strong enough to make each of them stand out as separate build-
ings. Hence a decision had to be made which way to go, to treat it as one 
building or three buildings. Although the three parts can be considered as 
separates they were never meant to act as such and since they remain 
connected through the re-design it makes more sense to treat them as 
one building. They are three parts of one, very similar in some senses but 
with individual differences and characteristics, which is reflected in the new 
design as well.

Removing the original connections, and later extensions, in order to give 
way to a new connecting element is an important part of the project. It en-
hances both the strong main axis and symmetry of the building as well as 
connects the three parts of the prison. Furthermore it serves as a contrast, 
both in material and structure, to the original building at the same time as it 
signals that changes have been made to the old prison. 

After working with the cell prison in Härnösand for half a year I stil l find it a 
fascinating and beautiful building. I truly believe in its potential, that it could 
be both a contribution to Härnösand as a city as well as a reminder of the 
past that forces us to reflect on how we within a society treat each other. I 
hope that the owners and the municipality also realize the potential of this 
building and do not let the opportunities it offers slip through their fingers. 
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d i S C u S S i o n

A frequently recurring question throughout this project has been: Am I chang-
ing too much or too little? How much can be changed without losing the 
character and history of the building? How little can be changed for it to stil l 
count as an architectural project rather than just a reorganization of the build-
ing? Also, how can a balance between the two previous questions be found? 
Since three different approaches were attempted I have been able to explore 
these questions from different angles. 

Contemplation – minimal change

With the aim of minimal change, except for restorative purposes, the ques-
tion of “how much is too much?” is constant. Since each change has to 
be important enough for the new function to sacrifice something of the old 
building, which can be restored but never the same, even small changes are 
worth serious consideration. However, a building is not just a monument, 
and unless it can be adapted to function in todays society that is what it 
becomes. Therefore there is also the question “is it enough?”.  If too much 
consideration is shown to maintaining the original it might not be enough to 
satisfy our contemporary needs.

Recreation - drastic change

This approach consists of keeping the façade but inserting a new structure 
into the shell of the old building. A criticism to this is that this might destroy 
many elements of the original building. Could this building have been adapt-
ed to the function without changing it so drastically? Definitively. However, 
with such drastic changes the building somehow goes from being an old 
building adapted to a new function to being more of a fusion between old 
and new. It might loose some of its value as a historical building but on the 
other hand gain a new value as something completely different. An extreme 
example of this is Ai Weiwei’s art piece “fragments” where he deconstructed 
a historical Chinese temple and then reconstructed it in a completely different 
way. It no longer has the value of a historical temple but it now has a value 
as a piece of art. 

Concentration - a balance

This building has been the hardest task since this is what transformations of 
old buildings are all about, finding a balance. If the strategy is minimal change 
or drastic change then it might be easier to set up guidelines to follow. How-
ever, if the goal is to achieve a good mix of old and new, a balance between 
preserving the memory of the building and bringing in new elements, the 
question of how much is too much becomes even more urgent. Another 
question is weather such a balance is even possible to attain or if it is always 
too much either way. However, this approach also gives some freedom since 
one is free to make big gestures when that feels necessary but also abstain 
from such when not. 
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On the symbolism and current function

Although I believe that the cell prisons of the 19th century are structurally 
suitable for many purposes, the history of the buildings and the aspects as-
sociated with it might make them less suitable for some functions. There are 
symbolical and associative aspects of prisons, which need to be addressed 
in one way or another when considering a transformation of them. These 
prisons were built partly to create respect for the rules of the society and to 
discourage people from breaking them. Because of the close connection 
between idea and architecture in this case this intimidating aspects can be 
seen as a part of the building. I believe that this, and the fact that they also 
functioned as a closed society of their own, makes the buildings slightly less 
suitable for some functions. As an example there are today discussions re-
garding some of the empty prison buildings, the one in Härnösand among 
others, that they are used as housing for newly arrived immigrants. While us-
ing already existing buildings for this purpose is good and although I believe 
that the associative aspects of a certain building can be changed I doubt that 
it is a good idea considering the integration issues that already exist to place 
immigrants in a building made for isolation and, in some ways, stigmatization.
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